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Outline
Framework for gluon-fusion Higgs production
What went into the theoretical prediction and numbers
Issues with theory errors; emphasis on those raised by
Baglio/Djouadi (BD) arXiv:1003.4266
Split into inclusive × acceptance
Central-value and scale choices
Uncertainties: scale range, EFT usage, EW and bottom quarks
PDFs and αS
Combining errors

SM Higgs production
CDF Run II Preliminary, L=2.0-4.8 fb-1
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Gluon-fusion at NLO
What makes is sensitive to new
physics (begins at 1-loop) also
makes it tough to calculate...
K=σNLO/σLO

Dawson; Djouadi, Graudenz, Spira, Zerwas, 1991, 1995

Effective interactions
Getting the next terms
requires new techniques
Eﬀective field theory: exploit heavy mass of virtual particles
Two scales:
MHiggs, mtop

Only MHiggs

Only mtop

O(M2Higgs/4m2top)

The Higgs Lagrangian
Summarized in an “eﬀective Lagrangian” for
Higgs-gluon interactions
Lef f
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C1 = −
1 + αs C1t + αs2 C2t + λEW [1 + C1w ]
3π
Inami, Kubota,
Okada 1982

Chetyrkin, Kniehl,
Steinhauser 1997

EW terms: Actis et al 2008;
Anastasiou, Boughezal, FP 2009

Unreasonably effective EFT
analytic continuation to
time-like form factor

NLO in the EFT:
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eikonal emission of soft gluons

Identical factors in full theory with σ0 → σLO, full theory
(Same for EW terms)
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error of 10% on 100% correction

Initial NNLO study of 1/mt
suppressed operators indicates this
persists
Harlander, Mantler, Marzani, Ozeren; Pak,
Rogal, Steinhauser 2009

MH=2mt

NNLO in the EFT
Motivates calculation to NNLO in the EFT

μ∼mh/2

Harlander, Kilgore; Anastasiou, Melnikov;
Ravindran, Smith, van Neerven 2002-2003

K-factor: 2 at LHC, 3.5 at Tevatron

Anastasiou,
Melnikov, FP 2005

Ingredients for the prediction
EFT through NNLO for top quark,
normalized to exact LO top-mass
dependent result (could use exact topmass result through NLO, no diﬀerence)

Exact two-loop EW terms
from Actis et al. 2009

Bottom-quark pieces with
exact mass dependence
through NLO (two loops)

QCD corrections computed in EFT
approach, with previous justification

Tevatron numerics
Anastasiou, Boughezal, FP 0811.3458

MH/4≤μ≤MH

MSTW combined PDF
+αS uncertainty

Good agreement with resummation results de Florian, Grazzini 0903.2120

Split into inclusive, acceptance
Split of theoretical prediction into inclusive×acceptance

P. 6

P. 16

...

Split into inclusive, acceptance
First argument doesn’t aﬀect the NNLO fixedorder cross section, for which the diﬀerential result
is known (FEHiP, HNNLO)

Better convergence of expansion for μ=MH/2 for both inclusive,
after cuts; fixed-order with this scale choice agrees with
resummation result⇒okay to use enhancement from softgluon resummation

Split into inclusive, acceptance
First argument doesn’t aﬀect the NNLO cross
section, for which the diﬀerential result is known
(FEHiP, HNNLO)

Anastasiou
et al.
0905.3529

In fixed-order, select
low μ to minimize
large log

Split into inclusive, acceptance
Presumably, 20-30% decrease from cuts accounted for
by reduced acceptance; distributions entering
acceptance checked against FEHiP, HNNLO (E. James,
CUNY workshop)
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Preliminary result for
gg→h→WW only
exclusion (4th-generation
analysis) : turn into cut-based
Δϕll analysis, compute
cross section, errors
including cuts directly
with NNLO simulation
code to check

Central value of prediction
Choice of the central scale (will address for fixed-order only)

Moch, Vogt 2005 (LHC, but similar for
Tevatron)
Anastasiou et al.
0905.3529

Inclusion of partial N3Lo terms, convergence before and after
cuts, agreement with resummation result all indicate μ∼MH/2

Central value of prediction
Could even argue that there is an enhancement not included in
current predictions

Ahrens et al. 0809.4283

Resummation of π2 coming from time-like production of Higgs;
justified within SCET framework, leads to additional +6% correction

Theoretical uncertainties
Theoretical uncertainties, scale and other

This uses MH as central
value; better with MH/2

Catani et al., 2003

Good overlap of NLO, NNLO bands,
particularly with resummed result; good
agreement with fixed order; NNLO
bands with factor of 2 variation contain
partial N3LO result
Dominant terms known at higher orders
(threshold logs, CAπ2)⇒lots of
experience with this cross section, no
surprises at higher orders (have partial
N3LO results also)
Safe to vary by factor of 2 around central
value, BD variation by 3 excessively
conservative

Roughly ±10% scale uncertainty (see previous table for exact numbers)

Theoretical uncertainties
Analysis splits into H+0,1,2 jet bins; diﬀerent uncertainties in each
bin
Smaller uncertainty than inclusive in
dominant 0-jet bin
MH=160 GeV

Anastasiou et al.0905.3529

New NLO result for 2-jet bin; previous result was LO in this
bin Campbell, Ellis, Williams 1001.4495

Reduction in scale uncertainty yet to be applied in analysis

Theoretical uncertainties
Use of EFT for top quark: study of 1/mt corrections matched to
high energy limit indicates ±1% uncertainty
Bottom-quark terms: choice of pole, MS mass leads to estimate of
±1% uncertainty
EW terms: EFT for mixed QCD/EW corrections valid to MW; for
Higgs masses of MH≤200 GeV, roughly equivalent to extending
top-quark EFT to MH=1 TeV. This results in error of ±10-15%,
estimate same for QCD/EW terms. These reach max of 6% of
total cross section ⇒ ±1% conservative estimate of uncertainty

PDF+αS uncertainties
Higgs cross section very sensitive to gluon distribution and
αS; begins at αS2, and higher-order corrections very large...
Both groups (Anastasiou, Boughezal, FP; de Florian, Grazzini) use
NNLO PDFs
Need NNLO DGLAP kernels, otherwise structure of ln(μF) terms wrong
Need to fit using NNLO cross sections, otherwise αS2 coeﬃcient functions
eﬀectively arbitrary

Two choices: MSTW; Alekhin, Blumlein, Klein, Moch (ABKM) 0908.2766
MSTW: DIS, neutrino di-muon, fixed-target DY, Tevatron W/Z, Tevatron jets
ABKM: DIS, neutrino di-muon, fixed-target DY

MSTW, ABKM both derive αS from their fit; other choice, set to
world average

PDF+αS uncertainties
Important correlations between gluon and αS that should be
considered when obtaining error
MSTW 0905.3531

Anti-correlation at low-x to
maintain dF2/dln(Q2)∼αS× g
at HERA

Momentum sum rule gives
correlation at high-x

PDF+αS uncertainties
Why do the two fits give such diﬀerent strong couplings?
ABKM

3σ

Additional theoretical uncertainty
estimated at ±0.002 (Alekhin, MSTW)
World Average: 0.1184±0.0007
Dissertori et al. e+e-: 0.1175±0.002(exp)±0.0015(th)

PDF+αS uncertainties

In MSTW fit, αS set by BCDMS μ-p (upper limit), SLAC e-d (lower limit), CDF
jets (smallest allowed range of αS for a single set)
Could missing NNLO corrections to jet production cause this discrepancy?

PDF+αS uncertainties
Currently additional theory error on αS not included; BD suggest
including it using fixed-coupling MSTW grids

what was in PDF+αS errors
shown in earlier table

Reasonable approach, and it is important to include this error;
would like to suggest that this be used to define the uncertainty in
future analyses

Combining errors
Seems reasonable to combine 68% CL PDF errors quadratically
with other experimental errors (come from propagation of
experimental errors in data sets)
Would like to see scale errors incorporated as a band for the SM
prediction on the exclusion result for at least one plot... diﬃcult
since it comes from a combination of many modes
Could a flat distribution for the scale errors within the quoted
band be tried, checked against adding them quadratically? (approach
followed in Lafaye et al. 0904.3866)

Summary
Errors from missing terms in the calculation are:
±∼10%(scale)±1%(EFT)±1%(bottom) ±1%(EW)
Disagree with BD choice of central value in the fixed-order
result, and also their range of scale variation ⇒ we know a lot
about what higher-order terms appear in the cross section!
Some updates to the 2-jet scale variation used by Tevatron
Discrepancies in αS values between MSTW, ABKM; as a first way
to increase associated error in analysis, incorporate αS theory error
following BD approach
Would like to see checks of the split into inclusive×acceptance,
error combination

